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1 Introduction
In the fabrication of integrated circuits (ICs), the oxidation of silicon is essential, and the production of
superior ICs requires an understanding of the oxidation process and the ability to form oxides of high
quality. Silicon dioxide has several uses:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Serves as a mask against implant or diusion of dopant into silicon.
Provides surface passivation.
Isolates one device from another (dielectric isolation).
Acts as a component in MOS structures.
Provides electrical isolation of multi-level metallization systems.

Methods for forming oxide layers on silicon have been developed, including thermal oxidation, wet anodization, chemical vapor deposition (CVD), and plasma anodization or oxidation. Generally, CVD is used when
putting the oxide layer on top of a metal surface, and thermal oxidation is used when a low-charge density
level is required for the interface between the oxide and the silicon surface.

2 Oxidation of silicon
Silicon's surface has a high anity for oxygen and thus an oxide layer rapidly forms upon exposure to the
atmosphere. The chemical reactions which describe this formation are:
(1)
(2)
In the rst reaction a dry process is utilized involving oxygen gas as the oxygen source and the second
reaction describes a wet process which uses steam. The dry process provides a "good" silicon dioxide but is
slow and mostly used at the beginning of processing. The wet procedure is problematic in that the purity
of the water used cannot be guaranteed to a suitable degree. This problem can be easily solved using a
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pyrogenic technique which combines hydrogen and oxygen gases to form water vapor of very high purity.
Maintaining reagents of high quality is essential to the manufacturing of integrated circuits, and is a concern
which plagues each step of this process.
The formation of the oxide layer involves shared valence electrons between silicon and oxygen, which
allows the silicon surface to rid itself of "dangling" bonds, such as lone pairs and vacant orbitals, Figure 1.
These vacancies create mid-gap states between the valence and conduction bands, which prevents the desired
band gap of the semiconductor. The Si-O bond strength is covalent (strong), and so can be used to achieve
the loss of mid-gap states and passivate the surface of the silicon.

Figure 1: Removal of dangling bonds by oxidation of surface.

The oxidation of silicon occurs at the silicon-oxide interface and consists of four steps:
Step 1. Diusive transport of oxygen across the diusion layer in the vapor phase adjacent to the silicon
oxide-vapor interface.
Step 2. Incorporation of oxygen at the outer surface into the silicon oxide lm.
Step 3. Diusive transport across the silicon oxide lm to its interface with the silicon lattice.
Step 4. Reaction of oxygen with silicon at this inner interface.
As the Si-SiO2 interface moves into the silicon its volume expands, and based upon the densities and molecular
weights of Si and SiO2 , 0.44 Å Si is used to obtain 1.0 Å SiO2 .
2.1 Pre-oxidation cleaning

The rst step in oxidizing a surface of silicon is the removal of the native oxide which forms due to exposure
to open air. This may seem redundant to remove an oxide only to put on another, but this is necessary since
uncertainty exists as to the purity of the oxide which is present. The contamination of the native oxide by
both organic and inorganic materials (arising from previous processing steps and handling) must be removed
to prevent the degradation of the essential electrical characteristics of the device. A common procedure uses
a H2 O-H2 O2 -NH4 OH mixture which removes the organics present, as well as some group I and II metals.
Removal of heavy metals can be achieved using a H2 O-H2 O2 -HCl mixture, which complexes with the ions
which are formed. After removal of the native oxide, the desired oxide can be grown. This growth is useful
because it provides: chemical protection, conditions suitable for lithography, and passivation. The protection
prevents unwanted reactions from occurring and the passivation lls vacancies of bonds on the surface not
present within the interior of the crystal. Thus the oxidation of the surface of silicon fullls several functions
in one step.
2.2 Thermal oxidation

The growth of oxides on a silicon surface can be a particularly tedious process, since the growth must be
uniform and pure. The thickness wanted usually falls in the range 50 - 500 Å, which can take a long time
and must be done on a large scale. This is done by stacking the silicon wafers in a horizontal quartz tube
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while the oxygen source ows over the wafers, which are situated vertically in a slotted paddle (boat), see
Figure 2. This procedure is performed at 1 atm pressure, and the temperature ranges from 700 to 1200
◦
C, being held to within ±1 ◦ C to ensure uniformity. The choice of oxidation technique depends on the
thickness and oxide properties required. Oxides that are relatively thin and those that require low charge
at the interface are typically grown in dry oxygen. When thick oxides are required (> 0.5 mm) are desired,
steam is the source of choice. Steam can be used at wide range of pressures (1 atm to 25 atm), and the
higher pressures allow thick oxide growth to be achieved at moderate temperatures in reasonable amounts
of time.

Figure 2: Horizontal diusion tube showing the oxidation of silicon wafers at 1 atm pressure.

The thickness of SiO2 layers on a Si substrate is readily determined by the color of the lm. Table 1
provides a guidline for thermal grown oxides.
Film thickness (µm)

Color

Film thickness (µm)

Color

0.05
0.07
0.10
0.12
0.15

tan
brown
dark violet to red-violet
royal blue
light blue to metallic
blue
metallic to light yellowgreen
light gold

0.63
0.68
0.72
0.77
0.80

violet-red
"bluish"
blue-green to gree
"yellowish"
orange

0.82

salmon

0.85

light red-violet

0.17
0.20

continued on next page
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0.22
0.25
0.27
0.30
0.31
0.32
0.34
0.35
0.36
0.37
0.39
0.41
0.42
0.44
0.46
0.47
0.48
0.49
0.50

gold
orange to melon
red-violet
blue to violet blue
blue
blue to blue-green
light green
green to yellow-green
yellow-green
green-yellow
yellow
light orange
carnation pink
violet-red
red-violet
violet
blue-violet
blue
blue green

0.86
0.87
0.89
0.92
0.95
0.97
0.99
1.00
1.02
1.05
1.06
1.07
1.10
1.11
1.12
1.18
1.19
1.21
1.24

0.52
0.54
0.56
0.57
0.58
0.60

green
yellow-green
green-yellow
"yellowish"
light orange to pink
carnation pink

1.25
1.28
1.32
1.40
1.46
1.50

violet
blue violet
blue
blue-green
yellow-green
yellow
orange
carnation pink
violet red
red-violet
violet
blue-violet
green
yellow-green
green
violet
red-violet
violet-red
carnation
pink
to
salmon
orange
"yellowish"
sky blue to green-blue
orange
blue-violet
blue

Table 1: Color chart for thermally grown SiO2 lms observed under daylight uorescent lighting.
2.3 High pressure oxidation

High pressure oxidation is another method of oxidizing the silicon surface which controls the rate of oxidation.
This is possible because the rate is proportional to the concentration of the oxide, which in turn is proportional
to the partial pressure of the oxidizing species, according to Henry's law, (3), where C is the equilibrium
concentration of the oxide, H is Henry's law constant, and pO is the partial pressure of the oxidizing species.
(3)
This approach is fast, with a rate of oxidation ranging from 100 to 1000 mm/h, and also occurs at a
relatively low temperature. It is a useful process, preventing dopants from being displaced and also forms a
low number of defects, which is most useful at the end of processing.
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2.4 Plasma oxidation

Plasma oxidation and anodization of silicon is readily accomplished by the use of activated oxygen as the
oxidizing species. The highly reactive oxygen is formed within an electrical discharge or plasma. The
oxidation is carried out in a low pressure (0.05 - 0.5 Torr) chamber, and the the plasma is produced either by
a DC electron source or a high-frequency discharge. In simple plasma oxidation the sample (i.e., the silicon
wafer) is held at ground potential. In contrast, aniodization systems usually have a DC bias between the
sample and an electrode with the sample biased positively with respect to the cathode. Platinum electrodes
are commonly used as the cathodes.
There have been at least 34 dierent reactions reported to occur in an oxygen plasma, however, the vast
majority of these are inconsequential with respect to the formation of active species. Furthermore, many
of the potentially active species are suciently short lived that it is unlikely that they make a signicant
contribution. The primary active species within the oxygen plasma are undoubtedly O- and O2+ . Both
being produced in near equal quantities, although only the former is relevant to plasma aniodization. While
these species may be active with respect to surface oxidation, it is more likely that an electron transfer
occurs from the semiconductor surface yields activated oxygen species, which are the actual reactants in the
oxidation of the silicon.
The signicant advatage of plasma processes is that while the electron temperature of the ionized oxygen
gas is in excess of 10,000 K, the thermal temperatures required are signicantly lower than required for
the high pressure method, i.e., < 600 ◦ C. The advantages of the lower reaction temperatures include: the
minimization of dopant diusion and the impediment of the generation of defects. Despite these advantages
there are two primary disadvantages of any plasma based process. First, the high electric elds present during
the processes cause damage to the resultant oxide, in particular, a high density of interface traps often result.
However, post annealing may improve lm quality. Second, the growth rates of plasma oxidation are low,
typically 1000 Å/h. This growth rate is increased by about a factor of 10 for plasma aniodization, and
further improvements are observed if 1 - 3% chlorine is added to the oxygen source.
2.5 Masking

A selective mask against the diusion of dopant atoms at high temperatures can be found in a silicon dioxide
layer, which can prove to be very useful in integrated circuit processing. A predeposition of dopant by ion
implantation, chemical diusion, or spin-on techniques typically results in a dopant source at or near the
surface of the oxide. During the initial high-temperature step, diusion in the oxide must be slow enough
with respect to diusion in the silicon that the dopants do not diuse through the oxide in the masked region
and reach the silicon surface. The required thickness may be determined by experimentally measuring, at a
particular temperature and time, the oxide thickness necessary to prevent the inversion of a lightly doped
silicon substrate of opposite conductivity. To this is then added a safety factor, with typical total values
ranging from 0.5 to 0.7 mm. The impurity masking properties result when the oxide is partially converted
into a silica impurity oxide "glass" phase, and prevents the impurities from reaching the SiO2 -Si interface.
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